
BISHOP ALDHELM’S  PRIMARY SCHOOL 
PSA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
MONDAY 1st  OCTOBER @ 6PM 

AGENDA 

 
1. WELCOME  to AT, AH, ES, CG, AO, SB, KH, SP, BB, HM, SB, AT, LA, BA, TS (inc. apologies  
from SP, CD, HM & CF ) 
 

2. TREASURER’S REPORT inc   The normal auditor from St Aldhelm’s Church is not 
available.  In view of this TS  has asked ES to put out a  request through School to see if 
there is a qualified parent who would be able to audit the  accounts.   BA cannot do the 
auditing as it would be a conflict in view of the fact that she is proposing to become the 
Treasurer for the PSA. 

 

 Final agreement for annual donations for classes – last year £150 per class.   

The £150 per class currently goes towards school trips.  At a previous meeting  there was 
some discussion about moving this funding completely  towards enrichment projects.   At 
this point ES provided an explanation as to the Bishop Aldhelm’s Batchelor of Arts (BABA) 
which is now running in every class.  So funding would still benefit the children but it will 
mean that the parents will have to pay in full for their school trips.   

The total in the bank is currently around £6,900 plus £ for £ money of just under £1,000.   
However the sound system in the hall at school still needs to be paid for out of that.    

BB mentioned that there could still be a split in the class funding so that some of it still goes 
towards School trips.  LS agreed that the form going out to parents for the trips  could then 
continue to  say that the trip has been subsidised in part by funds raised by the PSA.      

Discussion over increasing the funding to £200 per class however this may leave the PSA 
bank account too short.   The current overall amount is £3,150 for annual donations across 
the School.  It was agreed that the amount per class would remain at £150 and the use of 
funds could be at the discretion of each year group. 

 Agreement required for Christmas donations per class (previously 50p pp) approx –  

This was briefly discussed and it was agreed to keep it at the same amount for this year.  ES 
indicated that many of the teachers subsidised their Christmas present purchases for the 
children out of their own pocket but the donation was a great help. 

 Agreement of Yr 6 leavers gift and trip  

It was agreed that the USB sticks containing photographs of the year 6 students which were 
put on to keyrings were a great hit last year and so would be purchased again this year.  AT 
will look back on minutes to see if can find out who mentioned at a previous meeting they 
might be able to buy them more cheaply.  ES will discuss the with Mr Lockett to get the ball 
rolling.  Year 6 have already agreed to go to Rock Reef on the Pier again this year for their 
year end trip. 

 Agreement of limits to be set for sub-committee financial decisions on behalf of full 
PSA  (ie £500 previously).   

Discussed lowering to £250 from a safeguarding standpoint – Agreed by all. 

 

 

 



 
3. ADOPTION OF FULL CONSTITUTION    
 
This has been amended from last year only on the basis of the update of the School name.   
In section 11, this will be changed to read that the accounts will be audited by an 
independent auditor and a report be delivered at the AGM.    Subject to these updates, all 
voted unanimously to adopt the Constitution. 
 
4. ADOPTION OF SCHEDULE OF DELEGATION   
 

Ceri Goddard (CG) nominated and Abbe Orchard  (AO) seconded Becky Aggas  (BA) as the 
new Treasurer and as from now TS will step down as Treasurer.  Agreed unanimously. 
 
AH will update the PSA email address book with BA and BB email addresses.   
 

AO  is considering becoming the chairperson for the PSA and SB is considering becoming 
secretary, both need a little more time to establish what is involved.   
 

There was a general discussion as to how this would work as both AO and SB  would need to 
be voted in today during the AGM.  However this does not give them sufficient time to 
become involved and learn about the roles.  So for the time being they will be added to the 
sub-committee as additional members on the Schedule of Delegations.   
 

KH nominated and CG seconded for AO and SB to be added  on to the Sub-committee. 
 

Schedule  of Delegation was agreed unanimously. 
 
5. ELECTION OF SUB-COMMITTEE MEMBERS  - (including proposal of new Treasurer)  
 Senior Leadership Team member – Ms E Sharpe  
 Becky Aggas  - Newly voted in Treasurer (Parent) 
 Abi Hawkins – Event help and support (Parent) 
 Alison Templeton – Secretary, Admin & Support (Parent) 
 Abby Orchard – Additional parent support 
 Sally Beadles – Additional parent support 
 

6.  ELECTION OF FUNDRAISING COMMITTEE (list is not exhaustive) 
 Claire Franco – Event help and support (TA & Parent) 
 Heidi Moxam – Event help and support (Governor & Parent) 
 Kelly Sherman – Event help and support (Parent) 
 Katie Harwood – Event help and support (Parent)  
 Teresa Grist– Support (Parent) 
 Lizzie Adams – Support (Parent) 
 Ceri Goddard – Support (Parent) 
 Sharon Page – Support (Parent) 

 

Everyone in attendance is happy to put their name to the Fundraising committee list. 

 

7. QUIZ NIGHT 2017 ? 

KH confirmed that last year there were two prices for the quiz night, one with fish and chips 
and one without fish and chips.   AH mentioned that the quiz night has historically been 



heavily attended by teachers and not enough parents.    Scott Tait is normally the quiz 
master and ES confirmed that if someone else could provide the questions in advance then 
he would be happy to do.  BA said that she could obtain some  questions and provide these.   

 

AH indicated that a ticket sales at a desk at the front of school on the week before the quiz 
would generate additional sales.  CG volunteered to do this.  There would probably have to 
be a limit on tickets so that we don't sell too many.  ES suggested poster  advertising in 
advance to sell some through the office and then saying that tickets will then be on sale 
outside the gates after a few days. 

 

KH confirmed she was happy to arrange the fish and chips and posters as she has in previous 
years.  The timing of the evening is based somewhat on the fact that the chip shop doesn't 
deliver until after 9pm when they shut the shop.   

 

BB mentioned that maybe parents would prefer it on a Friday night but ES said that not so 
many staff would stay.  ES checked diary, the best date is Thursday the 9th November at 7.30 
for an 8pm start.  KH will produce the poster and we can advertise straight away as soon as 
the poster isready.  Prizes normally £50 plus raffle plus wine for winning tables per round 
during the quiz. 

 

8. CHRISTMAS FAYRE – 1st December  

 Elect Christmas committee.  KS and SP volunteered for Christmas committee. AO was 
also happy to help. To co-ordinate things like wrapping Christmas presents, booking tables, 
booking reindeer.   Unfortunately at the moment it looks as if the reindeer are unavailable.  
The company who came last year have re-located to the Midlands.  There is another 
company a bit nearer but they are much more expensive and have not come back to us yet.  
General discussion followed over viability of reindeer which actually do not make any 
money for the fayre at all.  We have tried in the past to charge money for taking photos with 
the reindeer but it doesn’t really work, everyone has a camera phone these days!  So, 
although they are lovely, the reindeer aren’t profitable. 

AH mentioned the possibility of going back to a proper raffle with a monetary prize, plus car, 
raffle prizes etc.  Selling tickets on the day or in advance on the gate in the morning on the 
week leading up to the fayre.  Everyone agreed that this was a good idea.  Again CG happy 
to sit out the front and sell these.  Also the leftover vouchers from the Summer Fayre could 
be included within the raffle prize.  These vouchers have been donated by local businesses 
and we tried a bidding wall at the Summer Fayre but for some reason it didn’t work and we 
still have lots left as a result. 

Tesco are coming and will do a stall decorating biscuits on the day of the fayre.   Tesco are 
also providing a prize of a meal for a family. 

Discussion over the start time of the fayre and the safeguarding reason as to why the fayre 
needs to be started at 3.30pm and not 3.15pm. 

Discussion over buying emoji cushions for the grottos.  Everyone agreed that these were 
great and to go ahead and order.  Slight discussion on the fact that the supplier will not split 
a box to enable us to have a sample one, so we will just have to order and go from there. 

 



There are approximately 60 boys and 60 girls presents leftover from last years.   BA 
suggested that we have a stall at the fayre of the leftover wrapped presents and so the 
children just  have a lucky dip on what they get. 

 

 Set a date for present and teddy wrapping and jar filling - after half term? - BA very 

kindly offered to host on the Tuesday 14th November at  7.30pm  

Jar filling night at KH on Thursday 23rd November at 7.30pm.      SB offered a large number of 

jars. 

9. UNIFORM – AH has proposed that the PSA hold a small amount of new uniform in 
stock for sale. We would then sell at a slightly higher price.  For example a jumper would 
cost say £9.50 online with an additional £3.50 for delivery  so we would then sell a jumper at 
say £10.  CG offered to store at her house if necessary.  ES asked how this would be 
administered.  AH mentioned if a parent emails the PSA account then we could just arrange 
to meet the parent with what they have requested.   Everyone  
 

10. AOB   

AO’s husband runs a kick boxing company and is happy to do something at the Christmas 
Fayre.  They could set up a circuit in the room at the fayre and  children could pay say 50p or 
a £1 to go round the circuit accompanied by AO’s hubby and another qualified instructor, 
say 4 children at a time.  We could then place a table out the front of the room  with their 
flyers for the kick boxing and a place to discuss with parents.  Everyone agreed this was a 
great idea. 

 

KH enquired about the Christmas  hampers for the fayre.  Are we doing these again, they 
were quite time consuming?  AH confirmed that we are going to ask some of the year 6 
groups to bring in decorated boxes as their donation to save time. 

 

LA said at Longfleet  they have a stall where kids bring in all their stuff (junk!) this goes on a 
table and then the children each go in to the room, choose something and wrap it for their 
parents at say £1 per go. 

 

ES enquired as to whether  PSA funds purchase a defibrillator?  The cost is approximately 
£1,000 according to an email sent to ES from the Hamwick Trust.   The defibrillator would 
need to go outside the School gates as it would be for the use of the general public as well 
as the School.   It was generally agreed that PSA funds should not be covering the whole 
cost.   KH suggested a fundraising day for this.  ES will speak to Cheryl Smith about a 
fundraiser as CS has already set out the charity fundraising for the School year.   Everyone 
agreed that PSA could contribute something towards the cost but not cover the whole 
amount.    BA suggested sponsoring.  BA will enquire of LV as to whether they would like to 
sponsor a defibrillator.   

 

11.  CLOSE – 7.30pm  
 
 
 


